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Abstract: The accuracy of CMM measurement is the crucial factors in determines the size of the part
measured. Inaccuracy of measurement will cause the measurement information that obtained also inaccurate.
The measurement with inaccurate cause of product rejected.The selection of number and distribution points
is the key factors in probing strategy. The inappropriate selection of number and distribution of measurement
points may affect to the accuracy of measurement. This paper was purpose to study the effects of number of
point and distribution of point selection on the workpiece to the CMM measurements and factor that causing
inaccuracy of measurements. The effect of number of point and distribution of point in probing strategy of
Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) is investigated. The factor such as the low and high number of
contact point and point distribution of operator choosing is considered. The measurement is using manual
measurement. The DOE analysis method is applied for data analysis.
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1. Introduction
Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) are widely used in manufacturing industries. The accurate
measurement, fast, and reliable dimensional measurement of component are make the CMM very useful in
industries. CMMs have revolutionized dimensional metrology and become an integral part of industrial
quality systems, resulting in lower inspection costs and increased productivity. To ensure that the CMM
measurement is always accurate, the error of CMM measurement needs to reduce. The good performance of
CMM measurement is expected in manufacturing. Measurement is a process of numerical evaluation of a
dimension or the process of comparison with standard measuring instruments. In manufacturing, dimensional
measurements are needed basically to provide information about some product. The measurement also is
very important to knowing the manufactured part that received ismeet to specification.
In this research, the effects of number of point and distribution of point during probing selection in
Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) measurement investigated. Analyze data expected to show the
significant of the two factor selection in CMM measurement. The Design of Experiment (DOE) method is
used by Minitab to shows the effect to the measurements.The study has been conducted on the following
scopes:
(i) Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) Resolution=0.0001 mm
(ii) Circle and length measurement:
Ring gauge with dimension of 70.0060mm
Gauge Block with dimension of 100.00mm is used as workpiece.
(iii) Probing strategy
: Number of probing points
: Distribution of measurement points
+
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2. Expeerimental

Figuree 1.Master rinng gauge (Ø 70.0060mm)

Figure 2. Gauuge Block (Leength 100.000
00mm)

The twoo specimen is
i used to in this study. The
T master riing gauge is used for circcle (figure 1)
1 and gaugee
block (figurre 2) is usedd to measuree length meaasurement. The
T two diffferent shape of workpieceis used andd
only one peerson (1)makkes every measurement. For
F every meeasurement, the
t three (3) reading of data
d is taken..
For study thhe effect of number
n
of pooint, the two (2) differentt number of point
p
is usedd; three (3)an
nd fifteen (155)
number of points
p
is seleected. For sttudy the effeect of distribu
ution point, the
t close andd uniform diistribution iss
selected.

Figurre 3. CMM maachine

Figure 4.Example off Ring Gauge measurementtFigure 5.Exam
mple of Gauge Block

3. Analyysis and Result
R
3.1.

DO
OE Analysiss
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The DO
OE analysis is conducted to show which
w
factors have moree effect to thhe measurem
ment. It alsoo
shows the whether
w
the two effect is significantt to CMM measurement.
m
.This analysiis use full faactorial withh
two factor and
a two levell.

Fiigure 6. Factoor and response measuremennts

3.2.

Exp
periment 1 : CMM circular measurementt using Ringg Gauge

Main Effe
ects Plot for Resu
ult
Data Means
A

B

70.004

Mean

70.003

70.002

70.001

70.000
-1

1

-1
1

1

Figuure 7.Main andd Effect PlotT
Table 1. Two-w
way ANOVA for significannt test

The ploot in figure 7 shows thhe B (Distribbution pointt) is giving more effect to measurem
ment by thee
gradient of line is more than A (Num
mber of poinnt). It shows the distributtion of point selection is giving moree
effect to thee measuremeents. The rangge result of B also largerr than A that shows the innconsistentm
measurement.
Table shhows in the table 1 the P value for both A and B is below 0.05.
0
It indiccates the two
o factors, thee
number of point
p
and point distributiion is significant effect to
o the CMM measuremennt. But, the in
nteraction off
the two facctors is not significant.
s
T
Table
show the P value for A (num
mber of poinnt) is less than 0.05 thatt
indicate thee number of point signifiicant effect in
i to this meeasurement. P value for B (Distribution point) iss
less than 0..05 that indicate the disttribution poiint is significcant effect inn this measuurement. Fro
om the DOE
E
analysis shoows that thee number off point and distribution point at ring gauge (diameter meassurement) iss
significant effect to the measurem
ment. The distribution po
oint at the workpiece
w
iss giving mo
ore effect inn
measuremennt. The propper strategyy in measuree diameter off workpiece is by use larrge number of point andd
use uniform
m distributionn on the workkpiece.

3.3.

Exp
periment 2 : CMM Linear
L
meaasurement using Gaugge Block
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Main
n Effects Plot for Re
esult
Data Means
A

B

99.99
971
99.99
970

Mean

99.99
969
99.99
968
99.99
967
99.99
966
99.99
965
99.99
964
-1

1

-1

1

Figgure 8.Main Effect
E
PlotTabble 2. Two-waay ANOVA foor significant ttest

The ploot in Figure 8 shows thhe B (Distriibution pointt) is giving more effect to measurem
ment by thee
gradient of line is more than A (Num
mber of poinnt). It shows the distributtion of point selection is giving moree
effect to thee measuremeents. The rangge result of B also largerr than A that shows the innconsistentm
measurement.
Table 2 above show
ws that the P value for A (number of point) is more than 0.05 that indicatee the numberr
of point is not
n significannt effect to this
t measurem
ment. P valu
ue for B (Disstribution poiint) is less th
han 0.05 thatt
indicate thee distributionn point is siggnificant effeect in this measurement.
m
. As a resultt from the DOE
D
analysiss
shows that the number of point at gauge blockk (length meaasurement) did
d not give significant effect to thee
measuremennt. The distribution point at the woorkpiecein the other hannd give moore significaant effect inn
measuremennt. The propper strategyy in measuree length of workpiece
w
iss by use uniform distribu
ution on thee
workpiece. While ,for the
t factor off number off point, the result show
wsthat the eff
ffect is less significant
s
iff
compared too the distribuution point factor
fa
. Thereefore, in this case we no need to use large numbeer of point too
save time foor measurem
ment.

4. Concclusion an
nd Recom
mmendatioon
As a coonclusion, thhe analysis shows
s
that tw
wo factors in
i probing sttrategy in C
CMM measurrement ; thee
number of probing
p
poinnt and probinng point distrribution are affecting thhe result of C
CMM measu
urement. Thee
variation off measuremeent result willl cause the inaccuracy
i
of
o measuremeent. For the circular meaasurement inn
CMM , disttribution of probing
p
poinnt factors giive the effectt to the CMM
M measurem
ment result. However,For
H
r
the uniform
m distributionn, the result is not too much
m
differeence. The siggnificant diffference of measurement
m
t
result is com
me from clossely point distribution. The
T closely point distribuution is need to avoid durring measuree
circle part because the measuremeent is worst compare to
o uniform diistribution. IIt can conclu
ude that thee
measuremennt by uniforrm distributioon is suitablle in circularr measuremeent. The num
mber of prob
bing point iss
also effect to
t this measuurement resuults. The bestt result is from
m high numbber of probinng point com
mpare to low..
This has prooved that num
mber of probbing point wiill influence significantlyy the circularr measuremen
nt’s results
On the other hand in the meaasurement off gauge blocck (linear measurement)
m
), both prob
bing strategyy
factors, disttribution poinnt and numbber of probinng give sign
nificant effecct to the CM
MM measurem
ment results..
From the reesult, the difference of result is nott too much as
a comparedd to the meaasurement off ring gaugee
(circular measurement). However,, the result still shows that
t
the best measuremeent is from 15 point off
probing andd uniform distribution
d
p
point.
Howeever, The results shows the numberr of point faactor is lesss
affected in the linear measurement
m
t. Therefore,This has beeen demonstrrated that nnumber of prrobing pointt
factor will not
n influencee significantly the linear measurement’s results
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